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In an environment of bitter competition, overlapping priori-
ties and increasing use of unsecured digital communications 
systems, the threat of information leaks is greater than ever. 
How can we, as communications professionals, implement 
safeguards to ensure our brand is protected?

PrOTECTiNg YOur BraNd
You are the protector and gatekeeper of your brand. It’s your 
job to ensure that the maximum amount of positive and 
least amount of negative information about your organiza-
tion is circulating internally and externally. You are unable 
to control everything, of course. Leaks will occur and cyber-

security is another issue altogether. 
Yet you can help mitigate certain 
problems common to organizations 
in this porous information age.

u  Create Strong infrastructure:
A key to avoiding leaks is making certain your infrastruc-
ture has enough safeguards. Often this entails deploying IT 
systems that restrict proprietary information to areas with 
layered digital security. In addition it could entail creating 
digital spaces for certain materials that aren’t easily acces-
sible to others.

Continued on page 4 

How to Protect Your Brand From  
digital information Leaks

Continued on page 5 

feeds found audio firm Beats by dre talking with Karl-An-
thony Towns [hours later Towns became the NBA draft’s #1 
pick], The Weather Channel’s Bonnie Schneider discuss-
ing heat waves and multiple brands and advocacy groups 
“periscoping” outside the Supreme Court following its de-
cision to uphold Obamacare. In March, the Twitter-owned 
app was downloaded 1 million times the first week it was 
available on iOS. Weeks later it repeated that feat when it 

It was inevitable that Periscope would become a blazing-hot 
PR tool. Just this week brands from Nestle to the San Fran-
cisco Opera used the live streaming phone app to augment 
their relationships with audiences. Days ago Coach “peri-
scoped” its fashion show from London and 2-time Masters 
champ Bubba Watson aimed his phone at fellow golfers 
during a Masters practice round. On a Thursday afternoon 
a tiny sampling of the estimated 20,000 daily Periscope 

Periscope up: How Southwest, adobe and Human 
rights Campaign use Pr’s Hottest New app

CRISIS COMMuNICATIONS BY aLLiSON STEiNBErg

LIvE STREAMINg

72 3
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Get Emotional and Watch Fans Share 
Your Content More Frequently 
Have share will travel. Social media engage-
ment within the travel sector grew 24 percent 
from January through May, compared with the 
same period last year, according to an exclu-
sive study for PR News by social media analyt-
ics company Shareablee. 

Nearly half that growth can be attributed to 
a 10 percent hike in the amount of travel-indus-
try content shared on Facebook. The growth in 
shares, in turn, fueled a 31 percent boost in to-
tal media impressions for the category. 

The takeaway for PR pros: Consumers are 
more likely to share content in which they feel 
emotionally invested. “Go Hawaii’s strategy of 
encouraging fans to share with friends and fami-
ly photo posts of beautiful beaches and sunsets 
generated great success, driving 132K shares,” 
said Tania Yuki, CEO of Shareablee. “Pure Michi-
gan, whose posts featured creative and surpris-
ing activities that audiences could enjoy in the 
state, propelled the tourism board to the top five 
in total shares and engagement.” 
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SEO | Analytics | AdWords | YouTube | Google+

Attend PR News’ Google Boot Camp for Communicators 

and receive instruction from members of the Google 

team as well as other experienced professionals who will 

teach you how to make Google work for your brand.

Register Today: www.big4conference.com/google-boot-camp-agenda/

26173

Questions: Contact Rachel Scharmann | rscharmann@accessintel.com
Early Bird rate ends July 16
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The onus is on PR to create a social media policy (we hope you have already, but surveys show plenty of companies have not). Once 
your policy is written, the work is far from done. It’s also on you to update the policy. A good rule of thumb is to look at updating the 
policy at least yearly, due to the fast-changing nature of social media. Social media policies should be living, breathing documents.  

What You Need to Know to improve Your 
Company’s Social Media Policy guidelines 

u Prioritize what’s important. An 
organization cannot ban everything said 
about it on the Internet. If an organiza-
tion values its trade secrets, financial 
reports or promotional strategy, then 
limit employee communication on those 
issues. By trying to ban everything that 
employees will say on social media, the 
organization in effect bans nothing.

u Make sure your employees un-
derstand the policy. Having a policy 
is useless if no one understands 
it. Providing employee training on 

u Be specific. One the biggest prob-
lems with social media policies is that 
they are too unclear. The lack of speci-
ficity means having clarity in language 
and rules. Complex rules and overly 
broad terms will doom a social media 
policy from the start.
 
u recognize that employees use social 
media. A lot. Creating rules that limit social 
media use and anticipate every potential 
negative posting about an organization will 
fail. Craft a policy with the idea that work-
ers will use social media in some form. 

the policy helps employers highlight 
what’s important. Employees also 
may provide valuable feedback dur-
ing these sessions.

u Keep the policy flexible. Writing 
a social media policy means you rec-
ognize technology is changing. Be-
cause of that, social media policies 
should avoid being medium-specific. 
This also means policies should not 
be written in stone. update them 
yearly and when new social media 
platforms emerge.  

Source: Cayce Myers, assistant professor, department of communication at Virginia Tech. This above content is a book excerpt from PR News’ Book of Employee Communications and 
Strategies. To order a copy, please go to prnewsonline.com/prpress 

4 WaYS TO add CLariTY TO YOur SOCiaL MEdia POLiCY

avoid jargon u . Organizations attempt to provide clarity by using specific terms that are unknown to their employees. 
Jargon and complex syntax should be removed in favor of short, simple rules.

Provide concrete examples u . Sometimes a rule or policy doesn’t make sense unless it’s placed in context. Providing 
hypothetical examples of specific rules may give clarity to the reader.

Structure the policy to be readable u . Having a policy that has multiple paragraphs and subparagraphs reduces read-
ability. Hidden clauses and fine print are signs of a policy that may be in violation of federal law. Avoid writing a policy 
that makes the reader refer back to previous statements or headings.

avoid catchall phrases.  u Companies want to make sure they have covered every conceivable scenario in a policy. This is 
impossible and confusing to readers. Catchall phrases and overly broad language contribute to vagueness.
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Brands view Periscope as Major Pr vehicle

3 TiPS FOr uSiNg 
PEriSCOPE  
uBefore you live stream, 
build excitement by an-
nouncing it on your site, 
creating a landing page 
and a hashtag. Once the 
Periscope tweet is live, use 
a permalink to your landing 
page and embed the tweet 
there. After the session, 
upload the completed video 

to your site, YouTube chan-
nel and other platforms. 
When possible, Periscope 
during your audience’s peak 
engagement time on Twitter. 

uLive streaming is exciting 
but inevitably brings un-
planned situations. Have a 
contingency plan. Also run a 
short test on a personal Twit-
ter handle to check sound, 
connectivity, staging, camera 

angles and tweet language. 
For unplanned breaking 
news, embrace raw foot-
age. Talk to your audience, 
address people by name and 
involve them in the stream 
to create a sense of partner-
ship in the moment.

uShoot the broadcast ver-
tically. it will appear sharp-
er and make it easier for 
viewers to read comments 

appearing on the screen. 
use a tripod to avoid wobbly 
images. Monitor the screen; 
since it does not enable 
hyperlinks, you need to tell 
viewers where they can find 
more information about 
what’s being live streamed 
and/or put a forwarding uRL 
onscreen. 

Tips compiled by PRN and 
Maureen McCarty. 

Continued from page 1 

came out on Android. Perspective: Facebook claims about 
750 million daily mobile users and 70 million photos are 
uploaded to instagram each day. Still, with its super-easy 
interface and Twitter integration (Twitter users on iOS can 
periscope and/or follow others in seconds), the potential 
for using Periscope to personalize your conversation with 
customers seems endless. Be careful of possible legal 
implications related to copyright infringement and privacy, 
which we’ll explore in a future story.

PR News asked three PR pros for best practices as they 
integrate Periscope into their PR strategies.
  

Nakiesha Koss
Social Strategist & Channel Lead, adobe Systems 

Highlighting product launches seem naturally 
suited to Periscope. Two weeks ago, adobe of-

fered a 24-hour Periscope series promoting the release of 
its 2015 Creative Cloud software suite. At the top of every 
hour, Adobe began a new Periscope live stream, which gave 
viewers a chance to chat with Adobe team members about 
its new apps. “Periscope gives viewers the experience of the 
right here and right now,” Koss said. “It’s a nice feeling users 
get from the immediacy.”

Most important Lessons Learned: Periscoping some-
times is a 2-person sport. The person doing the periscoping 
needs support staff to answer questions that come in via 
Twitter and to retweet the shoot and hashtag. Adobe chose 
to dial back the volume of tweets to keep viewers focussed 
on the live stream. 

Maureen McCarty
deputy Marketing director, 
Human rights Campaign

As the Supreme Court earlier this year heard 
oral arguments on whether states can prohibit gay marriage, 
the largest LgBT civil rights advocacy group, the Human 
rights Campaign, sent its PR staff to Periscope a rally on 

the Supreme Court steps. “We thought this was an organic 
way for our members to feel like they were part of an historic 
moment,” McCarty said. “The great thing about Periscope is 
it’s adaptable to a multitude of moments, whether breaking 
news or education.”

Most important Lessons Learned: While Periscope en-
ables viewers watching in real-time to comment on the 
broadcast, you can extend the reach of comments by con-
tinuing the discussion via Twitter both before and after the 
live stream.

Brooks Thomas
Communications advisor, Southwest airlines

Southwest airlines deployed Periscope in 
April for the rollout of its 10th special state air-

craft, Missouri One. “Throughout the day we went live to 
showcase the new bird,” Thomas said. “Not only were we 
able to integrate the response of the Periscope audience, 
but also the reactions of the live audience and the emo-
tions involved in what became a very meaningful present for 
the hometown crowd.”

Most important Lessons Learned: You need to extend  the 
life of the video/story. The best opportunity to follow-up with 
the viewing audience about the subject matter is right after the 
broadcast ends. Timing is critical in another way. “We started 
the stream well before the event began and we had to stick 
with it,” Thomas said. “The audience became a bit restless; 
things picked up once footage of the plane being unveiled be-
gan rolling.”  

To learn more about Periscope best practices and strate-
gies attend PR News’ webinar: “How Periscope Can Broadcast 
Your Brand,” July 9, 1:30-3:00 p.m., ET.  To register, please go 
to prnewsonline.com 

CONTaCT: Nakiesha Koss, cod46032@adobe.com; Maureen  
McCarty, maureen.mccarty@hrc.org; Brooks Thomas, @brook-
sethomas@wnco.com
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August 6, 2015  •  San Francisco, CA

Join PR News at the Hyatt Regency in San Francisco 
on August 6 for the Big 4 Conference, where expert 
communicators will share in-depth case studies from 
the Big 4 social media networks: Facebook, Twitter, 
Snapchat and Instagram.

Thanks to our sponsor: Business Wire

26143

Register: www.big4conference.com Questions? Contact Jessica Placencia at jessica@accessintel.com.

Early Bird Ends July 16!
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How Pr Can Help to Build an infrastructure 
against internal information Leaks     

Boosting your infrastructure may require additional in-
vestment depending on what type of information is shared 
throughout your internal networks and how important it is 
that the data be protected.  

Strong infrastructure entails more than IT-related mea-
sures. Culture is critical, too. Your company will need human 
resources policies and confidentiality agreements that pro-
tect internal information. The screening process for potential 
employees also is important in this regard. 

For instance, is there a question that tests the hon-
esty or integrity of candidates? Screening protocol and 
clear internal communications channels can be influen-
tial in ensuring that you’re creating the right environment 
for confidentiality.

There’s also an external component. It is advisable to fos-
ter excellent rapport with key reporters on your beat. That 
means having a cadre of media contacts that you can con-
tact at the moment of an information leak or the potential for 
negative news.  

u  Timing is Critical: 
As someone who guides the internal communications 
strategy, it’s important to be the eyes, ears and watch-
dog of your organization. Think about the right balance 
between keeping an informed internal team and not 
handing over too much information. Timing is a big part 
of the equation.

Which key stakeholders should know about breaking 
news or a new announcement? How can you empower them 
to maintain confidentiality? Sometimes, it’s just a matter of 
prepping your communications materials with the word “Con-
fidential” on drafts. Other times, it may involve leaving people 
out of the loop and bringing them in closer to the time you 
deploy public communications. 

You’ll have to make more calculated decisions about whom 
to include and when, while leaving all internal stakeholders 
enough time to activate their particular tasks and empow-
ering others to be informed employees while safeguarding 
information as best you can.

u  Working with Partner Organizations:
This can be tricky. More organizations involved equates to 
more people who could leak information. Below is one way to 
try to control such a situation. 

I worked on crafting an announcement with a coalition of 
partner organizations and a state governor’s office. 

As one of the few communications professionals in a 
group that consisted mostly of policy people, I decided it 
would be prudent to lead communications. 

This tactic may have seemed overly generous or, per-
haps stupid, because I was offering to invest time and en-
ergy to an effort that would help competing organizations. 
Actually it was a deliberate move. By offering to lead com-
munications, I was taking control of the message.

As the lead communications person, I became the main 
point of contact between the group and the governor. This 
meant all timely and important information flowed to me first, 
eliminating the possibility that our organization would be left 
out or uninformed. This also meant that the other organiza-
tions yielded their control to me. 

My organization controlled the message. That meant our or-
ganizational logo and branding were more prominent, as was our 
quote in the press release. It also meant we were the first to hit 
‘send’ on the press release and could guide strategy and rapport 
with reporters, leveraging our ability to be included in news sto-
ries where we might otherwise have gotten lost in the mix.

There are risks in a situation like this. An organization 
may go rogue and break the news before others, which has 
happened on more than one occasion.

 The fact remains that it still benefited us to take the lead 
among partners announcing the same thing, and we would 
certainly employ the same strategy moving forward in the 
right instances. 

(The above is an excerpt from PR News’ Book of Crisis Manage-
ment. To order a copy, please go to prnewsonline.com/prpress.) 

CONTaCT: Allison Steinberg is communications strategist at 
the ACLU. She can be reached at bubballie@aol.com

Continued from page 1 
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How LEgO’s global innovation STEM award 
Program Cut Through the Media Clutter

The interviews included positive sentiments about FLL and 
were edited into short videos and uploaded to YouTube. The 
team also promoted the videos on FIRST social channels and 
sponsors’ social channels.

In executing these efforts, the PR team learned the fol-
lowing lessons: 

uMeet with each sponsor to discuss what will be the best 
return on its investment. For some, it is gaining favorable 
publicity; for others, it’s using stories and photos of the 
winners on social media channels and in their annual CSR 
(corporate social responsibility) reports.  
uSet realistic expectations for media results. The inven-
tions may yield media coverage in students’ hometown me-
dia outlets; however, national outlets, such as The TODAY 
Show or USA Today, need compelling human-interest stories 
and dramatic results to consider coverage.  

THE rESuLTS
The campaign secured 19 media placements for a total of 
3.8 million traditional media impressions, and more than 
600,000 Facebook and Twitter impressions. Stories about 
the competition ran in EdTech, T.H.E. Journal, Odyssey Mag-
azine and Society for Science. STEM education influencer 
Joanne Jacobs posted a blog about the campaign, as well.

For regional media coverage, Cone secured feature sto-
ries in each of the winning-team’s hometown markets, in-
cluding The Boston Globe, The Boston Herald, WBZ/CBS-
Boston, WFXT/FOX-Boston, New England Cable News and 
KCrg-aBC/iowa.

The PR team was able to track campaign results using ra-
dian6 and mgauge. Radian6 captured social media activity on 
Twitter and Facebook among consumers and STEM influencers. 

From May 27-June 5 the tool recorded a spike in the us-
age of the hashtags #FLL, #firstlegoleague and #omgrobots.
This demonstrated that followers were engaged with official 
campaign hashtags and terms, and were engaged in online 
conversation about FIRST. 

Radian6 also captured coverage about the campaign gen-
erated by blogs and mainstream news. The team placed all 
Radian6 results into mgauge, a Cone Communications me-
dia tool, to calculate all media coverage and impressions; 
100 percent of the coverage and sentiments were positive.

 In addition to these media results, since its 2010 incep-
tion the program has earned sponsorship support from ma-
jor organizations, such as Booz allen Hamilton, John deere 
and XPRIZE. 

(Maureen O’Connell, director at Cone Communications, wrote 
this article.)  

CONTaCT:  Maureen O’Connell, moconnell@conecomm.com  

The 2014 FIRST LEgO League global Innovation Award program 
provides an example of how non-profit organizations can get 
on the media map and increase awareness with stakeholders. 
The annual event is based on a partnership between FirST, a 
not-for-profit organization that inspires 6-18-year-old students to 
explore STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathemat-
ics) careers, and LEgO Education. FIRST’s LEgO League (FLL) 
challenges students to solve real-world problems by thinking of 
ideas and inventions that can help people lead better lives. 

THE gOaLS
The 2014 FLL global Innovation Award aimed to raise aware-
ness about FLL through earned/owned media and promote 
the program’s partnerships and sponsorships. The PR strate-
gies included: 

• Showcasing students’ creative problem-solving skills 
• Using expert spokespeople to articulate and differentiate 

the unique learning process FLL offers 
• Leveraging social media channels (FIRST and sponsors) 

to extend key messages 

FIRST collaborated with Cone Communications to develop 
and execute a PR campaign for the FLL global Innovation Award 
competition. The 2014 FLL tasked students to develop solu-
tions for weather disasters that could threaten the safety of 
their communities. The students’ ideas aimed at helping people 
prepare for, stay safe during or rebuild after a natural disaster.   

THE EXECuTiON
The public relations campaign targeted STEM-focused me-
dia publications, STEM bloggers and social media channels 
owned by FIRST and its partners. 

Cone reviewed each finalist team’s research and inven-
tions before the competition, and tailored media pitches to 
highlight its problem-solving process. Cone also reached out 
to hometown media outlets before the program to educate 
them about it and inform them of the local finalist; this way, 
hometown media were ready for the final announcement and 
coverage details ahead of time.

The PR team also secured media interviews with FIRST 
spokespeople, who discussed the unique, hands-on learning 
experience FLL provides to students. They also emphasized 
the opportunity for students to explore the patent process 
necessary to bring their inventions to market. 

The team created messages for FIRST and its sponsors 
to distribute on their social channels before and during the 
award ceremony. Immediately following the ceremony, spon-
sors and FIRST posted messages and photos about the win-
ning team and two runner-up teams. 

In addition, Cone facilitated video interviews with sponsors 
about their support of FIRST, including LEgO and XPriZE. 

CASE STuDY
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8 video Scripting Tips for Pr Pros

BY rEg rOWEWRITINg WELL

5. Tone it up or down. Don’t 
write down to or over the heads of 
your audience. Know your audience 
intimately, its likes and dislikes, its level of expertise and write 
accordingly. A video for mechanical engineers will have a much 
different tone than one for soccer moms. The tone you set will 
influence the setting, talent used and type of dialogue.

A well-written video script that grabs the viewer’s attention 
and keeps him/her engaged is the basis of every success-
ful video. If someone won’t watch your video to the end, 
you’ve lost an opportunity. viewership drops off severely 
after 60 seconds; much sooner if you haven’t truly engaged 
the viewer. Remember, video is a visual medium. With many 
mobile users automatically muting videos, a compelling vi-
sual is critical, too. In today’s “content is king and video is 
king of content” world, successful videos—B2C or B2B—
begin with a well-written script that conveys your message 
to the appropriate audience as quickly and succinctly as 
possible. 

Writing for online video is similar to other writing public 
relations professionals do. They all emphasize getting to the 
point quickly and making it stick with the audience. 

Here are some tips to help you craft a better script.

1. ‘KiSS.’ Keep It Simple and Short. Obviously, the length 
of your script/video depends on your audience. While an au-
dience at a trade show break-out session will watch for five or 
six minutes before tuning out, someone visiting your website 
could bail on your video in seconds. This also applies to sen-
tences: keep them short, declarative and sans jargon. And 
lose the commas. No commas in scripts.

2. it’s all about the message. In media training, we talk 
about media math: 9X1=1 and 3X3=1. That is, if you try to 
cram nine messages into any writing, the reader/viewer/
listener only will retain one of them. If you reduce your mes-
sages to three (humans love things that come in threes), 
and repeat those three times, your audience is likely to re-
call all three. In video programing, however, to grab the au-
dience you need to reduce it to one key message delivered 
in a single sentence early in your script. Note: A 60-second 
marketing video allows only for about 150 spoken words, 
so choose wisely. 

3. Support the message. After you’ve stated your key 
message, you need to back it up with facts and figures. Tell 
the reader/viewer/listener how your brand or client’s com-
pany will deliver on the key message and provide benefit to 
the customer. Credible third-party endorsers (subject-matter 
experts, analysts, satisfied customers, etc.) can provide be-
lievability and support your key message.

4. We’re only human. One of the 5 gospels of News is 
human interest. People care about people. Focus on the per-
sonal benefits your client’s company bring to the world. This 
will help build trust and keep viewers fully engaged. Stories 
with a “Slobs Like us” angle always will grab attention. Show 
your audience real people your company has helped and the 
viewer/reader/listener will relate better. 

You’ve written a great script in 
your mind. Now you need to hear 
your script. Reading your script 
out loud will show you where 
changes need to be made in 
verbiage, pacing and tone.

6. ‘WiiFM’ isn’t a radio station. When writing a script, 
keep in mind what the viewer will be thinking while watch-
ing: ‘What’s in it for me?’ ‘Why should I care?’ ‘What is your 
company/product going to do for me?’ Establishing how you 
or your client will benefit the audience is critical.

7. Speak up. You’ve written a great script in your mind. 
Now you need to hear your script out loud. Reading your 
script out loud will show you where changes need to be 
made in verbiage, pacing and tone. The way we write is very 
different from how we speak. 

8. Call to action. The idea of your video is to get the 
viewer to do something. Be sure to include a call to action: 
buy our product, attend our seminar, download our latest in-
fographic, sign up for special offers, etc.

Knowing your audience (slobs like us), writing short, de-
clarative sentences, conveying your message in the first 
10-15 seconds of your video and showing the viewer the 
benefits your client’s company provides will go a long way in 
getting your video watched and shared.  

CONTaCT:Reg Rowe is founder of GrayHairPR, a virtual PR 
agency based in Dallas, TX. He can be reached at rrowe@gray-
hairPR.com 
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LEGO Builds On Sustainability1. : 
The toy giant said last week it plans 
to invest $150 million during the next 
15 years to make its plastic building 
blocks in a more sustainable way. It’s 
the company’s latest move to reduce its 
carbon footprint—and boost its “pub-
lic” relations in the process. Last Oc-
tober LEGO said it would end a 50-year 
relationship with Shell—Lego products 
are sold in Shell gas stations—after 
the company was criticized about the 
oil giant’s Arctic drilling, according to 
news reports. LEGO confirmed it will let 
the contract expire, but no word when 
that happens. In 2013, the company 
started a partnership with WWF, the 
environmental group, to develop a plan 
for making its materials more sustain-
ably. The moves should help LEGO’s 
reputation when it comes to protecting 
the environment. As with any sustain-
ability effort, though, the challenge 
for LEGO is how to communicate the 
changes and let people know about 
how they will benefit their lives.

Instagram Sharpens Focus on 2. 
Search: The photo- and video-sharing 
site last week announced what it called 
major updates: a revamped Explore 
page and the ability to search for peo-
ple, places and hashtags. The new Ex-
plore page features photos and videos 
related to trending hashtags and plac-
es, in real-time. The new Places Search 
enables users to look at just about any 
location on Earth. The service seems to 

want to make it easier for people to find 
content; the rub for PR pros is to pro-
duce a steady stream of photos related 
to their products and services. 

What Do Influencers Want From 3. 
You? Topping the list: Boosting their 
reach and growing their audience. 
That’s according to the second annual 
study on the State of Influencer En-
gagement. Conducted by the software 
company Augure, the study surveyed 
more than 600 marketing and com-
munication professionals in 30 sec-
tors. While influencers and bloggers 
often are paid to work with companies 
on branding and other efforts, money 
is not their biggest motivation (see 
chart below). Communicators working 
with influencers may need to redouble 
their efforts to ensure that the con-
tent they work on together is some-
thing influencers can be proud of and 
makes them want to establish a long-
term relationship with your company.

PR Movers4. : Weber Shandwick The 
agency appointed Chris Perry (pictured, 
above) as Chief Digital Officer, a newly 

created role. Formerly president of digi-
tal communications, Perry will help ac-
celerate the agency’s digital business 
and continue to serve as global chair 
of Mediaco, its content consulting and 
publishing practice. Weber also appoint-
ed Bradford Williams chair of its Global 
Technology practice. He served as act-
ing general manager of the agency’s 
San Francisco and Silicon Valley offices 
in 2013 and 2014. In addition, Weber 
Shandwick appointed Ian Cohen global 
executive producer and president, con-
tent creation and innovation; Adam 
West executive VP, digital operations 
and client services, North America; and 
Cheryl Cook senior channel strategist, 
North America…Portland named Sebas-
tian Schwark director and head of its 
New York office. He joins Portland from 
Hill+Knowlton Strategies, where he 
worked on reputation management and 
employee communications...Newlink 
America, an Hispanic communications 
agency, has named Lisette Hoyo as its 
newly appointed senior VP of client ser-
vices. Prior to joining Newlink America, 
Hoyo served as executive VP of client 
services for Republica. 

USA
    Boost reach/audience (69%)
    Increase content quality (49%)
    Build their brand image (35%)

Europe
    Increase content quality (78%)
    Boost reach/audience (74%)
    Get brand perks (57%)

Latin America
    Increase content quality (67%)
    Boost reach/audience (67%)
    Get brand perks (55%)

 INFLUENCERS' MOTIVATIONSINFLUENCERS WORK WITH BRANDS TO BOOST 
THEIR VISIBILITY OR IMPROVE THEIR CONTENT 
QUALITY, NOT TO EARN MONEY 
"Work with an influencer, they’re friends for a day.  Help someone 
become influential and they’re a friend for life.” This quote by Lee Odden 
sums up influencers' motivations for working with brands according to 
the people contacted for the survey.

Therefore, for 55% of those consulted, influencers expect brands to 
help them strengthen their status as opinion leaders. This is why 
strategies aimed at enabling influencers to express their opinions or 
boost their visibility are frequently a good bet for engaging influencers. 

Improving content quality (45%) appears as the second motivating 
factor in the “Maslow influencer pyramid” (an objective which is closely 
linked to the previous one). Having access to exclusive information, 
experts or resources otherwise inaccessible to them are aspects 
influencers take into account when choosing to work with brands.

The opportunity to shape their own image (29%) takes 3rd place in 
the list of influencers' expectations, which is why non-profit campaigns 
are so popular. 

Just 24% of those surveyed mentioned getting paid. As we will see 
later on in this study, this perception doesn't always match reality in 
practice. 
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Editor’s Note: PR News will  
not publish July 6, in honor  

of Independence Day. We will 
return July 13. Happy 4th!
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Entry Deadline: July 10, 2015
Final Deadline: July 17, 2015

IT'S TIME TO ENTER! 
PR News' Digital PR Awards is the industry’s top honor in the PR and communications digital space, 
recognizing outstanding digital initiatives among corporations, agencies and nonprofi ts. The coveted 
awards set the industry benchmark for excellence across all areas of digital PR. The winners of the 
Digital PR Awards are those organizations that took risks, made tremendous strides and understand the 
power of digital communications in public relations. Your hard work is done – now it’s time for you and 
your team to get recognized for it! The awards will also salute the PR, marketing and communications 
executives behind the scenes who make these digital initiatives shine.
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